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ONLINE REPORTING

ONLINE REPORTING

Incorporating links

USING LINKS TO ORGANIZE
COVERAGE — AND TO GUIDE
USERS TO YOUR ARCHIVES

Linking provides extra layers of information to online stories
Hyperlink is a computing
term, coined in 1965, that
refers to a navigation
element that links one
document to another.
The use of hypertext
(meaning “more than just
text”) is what gives the
Web its rich functionality.
Another option: Link to a
video clip on YouTube, or
to downloadable songs on
the band’s Facebook page.
This link could connect
to news stories, political
blogs, stories from other
publications, video
interviews — even
editorials and columns.

Some news sites offer
side-by-side comparisons
of the candidates’
positions. Others produce
in-depth guides to
major campaign issues.
This could link to a
weather service, an
animated radar map,
even a video forecast from
your staff meterologist.

Design note:
This page has
been overloaded
with links to illustrate a
number of points. Your stories
probably won’t look as noisy and
cluttered as this page does.

For centuries now, writers and scholars have used footnotes and annotations 1
to add extra levels of meaning to essays and articles. Parked beside or below the
main text, they define unfamiliar terms. Cite original sources. Furnish additional
facts. Offer illuminating asides.
Today’s online writers have an even more powerful tool for annotating text:
hyperlinks. By clicking links, Web users navigate from story to story. And within
stories, clickable words and phrases can provide valuable cross-references.
EXAMPLE 1 : Suppose you’re writing a profile of Stuck Zipper, a hot new band.
As you introduce readers to the group’s members, you link to a photo slide show.
Better yet, how about linking to an audio file of “Swollen,” the band’s new single?
And if you’re timing your story to advance the group’s upcoming concert, you
could help fans buy tickets by connecting them to Ticketmonster.
EXAMPLE 2: You’re writing a story about a vicious Senate election campaign.
When you first mention Sen. Paul C. Wonk, a link should send readers to previous
stories and photos in your publication’s archives. If you’re analyzing the campaign
strategy of his challenger, Kent B. Goode, a link should connect readers to Goode’s
Web site. When the candidates debate key issues, you could link to charts that
summarize their stands on, say, gay marriage. Better yet, you could correct the
candidates whenever they distort the facts about global warming.
EXAMPLE 3: A severe snowstorm sweeps down from the Arctic and buries
your town. For complete online coverage, you’ll need to assemble as much useful
information online as you can — weather updates, school closings, driving tips,
safety warnings — along with reader-submitted photos and videos. Ordinarily,
your Web site might round up these links in a separate box running above or
beside the main story. But some readers might also find it convenient to click a
weather forecast link embedded in the text.

As you can see, links provide enormous benefits for both writers — who can
supplement their stories with useful extras — and for readers, who get to decide
which of those extras to pursue and peruse. But there’s a downside, too. As
the reading process becomes less passive and linear, it becomes more
fragmented. Notice how your own eyeballs danced around this
page as you followed the links above. Linking is interactive, but
it’s interruptive. And every time you interrupt the flow of your
story to dangle a fresh new option in front of your readers,
there’s a risk they’ll leave — and never come back.
If you want your online writing to reach its full potential,
you’ve got to think about links. So be diligent. Don’t just
expect editors to embed links in your finished stories; instead,
identify those linkworthy sources and sites as you write.
Study other Web sites, too, to determine what works
— and what doesn’t. Remember, all this linking is a
relatively recent innovation. The rules are still being
written; reporters like you will help write them.
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Links embedded in the text are effective, but
it’s often more efficient (and less distracting) to
organize related links into a list or index.
Many news sites use a variety of link styles,
though far too many fail to use any. Reporters
often post a story on, say, a new shopping mall
that was finally approved despite bitter protests —
and that’s all the reader gets. One story. No context.
No background. No map. And nowhere to go for
more information.
By contrast, examine the Iraq war story from
usatoday.com at left. A long, controversial war is
a complex topic involving foreign policy, troop
levels, Congressional politics and more. To help
users conduct their own research, story links have
been organized in three different ways:

1 In printed text, we use tiny

offset numbers to identify
footnotes and annotations.
But for online links, we use
words that are color-coded
so they’re easy to spot.
It’s standard for links to
be blue until they’ve been
clicked. Then they turn red.

2

1

1 To help users research various aspects of this topic,
this sidebar combines keywords, icons and links — a mix of
current and older, archived material.

What if your publication
sold this link as advertising
and got paid every time a
user clicked it?
If a candidate makes a
claim that contradicts
the facts, you can link
to source material that
sets the record straight.
If he suddenly reverses
his previous position, you
could link to an earlier
quote (or a video clip).

RELATED STORIES
More snow is on the way
Tuesday’s school closings
Our top winter driving tips
Keep your pets safe & warm

INTERACTIVE
Got a snow story to share?
A gallery of reader-submitted
photos & videos

Perhaps the most intense
use of embedded text links
can be seen in the entries
at Wikipedia:
www.wikipedia.org
But many major news
outlets sprinkle links
throughout their news
stories and columns.
See how this is done at:
www.nytimes.com
www.washingtonpost.com

3

2 If you like the work of a particular reporter — or if you
want to read other stories she previously filed on her beat —
this link connects you to an index of her stories. (Other
news sites will link the reporter’s byline to an e-mail form
so readers can provide feedback to stories.)
3 Another linking device: a list of keywords found in
the text. Instead of highlighting each individual word as
it appears in the story, they’re grouped together here.

GUIDELINES FOR ADDING LINKS TO YOUR ONLINE STORIES
u Keep link wording short. Be concise. For one reason,

u Let links substitute for lengthy background details.

phrases with more than a half-dozen words look funny.
But more importantly, coding gets clumsy when a link
starts at the end of one line and wraps to the next, like
this. Avoid splitting links if you can.
And don’t just say More or Click here. By now, we
all understand that you click here to get more. Instead:
u Use words or phrases that clearly indicate where
they’re going. Be precise. If you link to a candidate’s
voting history or her latest campaign ad, users know
with certainty what their destination will be. But vague
wording makes it hard for users to guess where links
lead. (If you say that “Iona Frisbee is hell-bent on
becoming mayor,” where exactly are you sending us?)
That’s why cryptic links are sometimes known as
mystery meat navigation.
Remember, too, that making different words “hot”
or active can produce entirely different results:

If you’re reviewing a rock concert where the guitarist
stole some licks from Jimi Hendrix, a link to YouTube
helps you show instead of tell, which might eliminate a
full paragraph of explanation. But remember:
u Links must be voluntary — not mandatory. Make
sure readers can decipher the points you’re making
without needing to click every link. To ensure that
your reporting stands on its own, it’s wise to assume
that readers aren’t chasing every link.
u Use links as attribution. Whenever you rely heavily
on a Web site for information, link readers there, too.
It shares the credit and enhances your own credibility.
u Familiarize yourself with your newsroom’s linking
guidelines, and if you don’t have any, establish some.
Suppose there’s a fire at a nearby warehouse, and one
of your competitors — a local TV station — shoots
dramatic video. Is it acceptable to link from your story
to the video on their Web site?
Or suppose you’ve profiled a tattoo artist. You want
to link to his Web site, but some of the artwork he’s
posted there is pretty vulgar, possibly offensive to
youngsters. To link or not to link — that’s the issue.
Set standards now to avoid arguments later.
u Double-check every link before posting. Make sure
you’ve copied each URL accurately and that it still links
to the same material you saw when you visited the site.

The emperor issued a decree on gladiators.
This links you to a biography of the emperor.

The emperor issued a decree on gladiators.
This links you to a transcript of the decree.

The emperor issued a decree on gladiators.
This links you to information on gladiators.

If you’ve done your job and
presented information well,
your readers will want more.
Options for links include:
u Related material that’s
posted elsewhere on your site.
This includes stories, photos,
videos, graphics, reader
comments and polls.
u Previously run material
on this person or topic posted
in your online archives.
u Editorials or columns that
offer analysis or opinion on
topics discussed in the story.
u Additional material that
was left out of the story:
statistics, documents, quotes,
even full-length transcripts or
audio of interviews.
u Organizations, agencies
or individuals that readers
may want to contact.
u Web sites that provide
additional documents or
multimedia files that users
can view or download.
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